
architecture and the teaching of architecture in spain 

javier segui 

It is not easy to surmnarize the present situation of architecture as well as the 
teaching of architecture in Madrid. However, it has to be done in order to give a 
clear image of the works herewith submitted as regards the problems that motivate 
them and the reasons which support them. 

Architecture Schools in Spain 
The Royal Academy of Fine Arts was founded in Madrid, in 1777. This Academy was 
meant to supervise govertunental works of art, such as public works and State build
ings. 
Following the French model, in 1816 the Royal Academy started the training of 
professors, architects, construction managers and "aparejadores" (architect's 
supervisers). 
With total independence from the Academy, two Architecture Schools were founded as 
a consequence of the growing bourgeois requirements and trends (court-like in 
Madrid and industrial in Catalufia). The Architecture School of Madrid was founded 
in '1845; Barcelona's in 1868. 
Since then, both Schools operate strictly in accordance with the circumstances of 
the society that supplied their maintenance funds, so much so that nowadays it 
would be impossible to speak of the teaching of architecture in Spain without 
mentioning its political, productive, cultural, geographical and professional 
environment. 
This subject will be resumed later. 

Present position of Spanish Architecture 
During the last decade, Spanish architecture underwent the same critical circum
stances to which architecture was subjected to all over the world. In addition, 
this general situation must be considered as refers to two peculiar facts that 
dramatize the setting. Firstly, the intrinsic historical nature of Spanish 
architecture. Secondly, the latest ideological and productive rearrangements 
promoted by the transition towards democracy after a long period of dictatorial 
regime. 

World architecture in the Eighties 
So many things have been said about the atmosphere within which world architecture 
struggles, that it is difficult to surmnarize them. Nevertheless, it can be said 
that in view of the positivist budgets together with industrial frustration, the 
invention of new technologies, fuel crisis and the evolution in the social 
conscience, all of which have invalidated the premises of "modern movement", it is 
necessary to accept with Tafuri "the transient path" (therefore uncertain) to-day 
assumed by a disjoint and multiform discipline such as architecture. (1) 
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The failure of new materials, the loss of building. traditions, planning errors, 
weariness caused by forms supposed to have no place in history and the excess of 
technicians and artists, led architecture to a hesitative ambiguity between two 
opposite attitudes ranging, from the most subjectivist expressionism, to the most 
strict disciplinary control. 

Another fact must be added to this situation: the lack of democratization as to 
environmental and architectonic projects and decisions (planning), strongly condemned 
by Dethier (2} arising from the lack of adequate social information and appropriate 
connnunication means, that keep architecture isolated from popular controversies. 

Historical characteristics of Spanish architecture 
The scarce historical literature on Spanish architecture, emphasizes as its 
characteristic feature a constant and convulsive movement and reiterative inter
pretation of the successive foreign forms and styles that arrived at our country. 
According to Chueca (3), styles in Europe have appeared naturally and successively 
in keeping with their basic principles, while in Spain, the same styles came to a 
stop and have always fermented. Architecture, as the rest of Spanish arts, can only 
be understood in a coherent manner upon the basis of its geographical and racial 
peculiarities, its contradictions and its irreducible originality. Chueca points 
out that the history of our art is a history by jumps. Sometimes it appears to have 
reached a stable position, but then a blow throws it again off-balance. According 
to Chueca, this feature is due to Spain's lack of interest towards form itself, 
since form is merely considered as a means of expressing temperament. Spain does not 
regards form with deep respect as other countries do. In Spain, form is created in 
a repressed, constrained, tense and fierce manner. Chueca affirms that up to a 
certain point, all our art is expressionist. From a positivist viewpoint (formalism), 
it lacks coherence; yet, when considered from the angle of its motivation, our art 
is entirely coherent. 

"Seldom does a Spaniard complete an edifice and when he does so, he will soon change 
it. These circumstances bring forth supplementary complications for archaeoiogists 
and historians. Nevertheless, this feature confers a delicious variety to all 
buildings, so much so that somebody accustomed to admire them, may find insipid 
buildings, constructed in other countries where architecture has gone along more 
serene paths. Therefore, it is difficult to write an accurate and efficient synthesis 
on our architecture history. We are lacking buildings representative of a determinate 
period or school; our evolution was not continuous and progressive; we are short of 
important geographical unities." 

The above-mentioned feature of Spanish architecture and art still prevail in our days, 
and in a certain sense, are somewhat strenghtened by the critical situation of 
architecture in general. Still, a difference may be pointed out. If during more 
stable historical.periods, temperament was against the orthodoxy and academicism of 
the style in fashion, to-day it opposes to imported forms as well as to ambiguity 
itself, which is the dominant feature of the present world architecture. 

Thus, it would be valid to assume that the generating force of our arts may be found, 
much more in the creative plasticity evidenced in the temperamental and emotional 
treatment of forms and styles, than in the strict rational analysis, essential to 
the critical treatment of said forms and style. Maybe that is why grapho-plastic 
productions, mainly painting and literature works of art, that are directly related 
to the plasticity of an exacerbated creation, constitute the most brilliant 
characteristic of our country. Some critics consider this feature even as the ba$iS 
of our creative spirit. 
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Dictatorship and transition. in Spanish architecture 
At the end of the Civil War (1936-1939), dictatorship produced a strong distortion in 
the development of Spanish culture. The exilement of rationalists that represented 
vanguardism in art, the scarcity of material means resulting from the World War, 
political and economical isolation and the promotion of neo-imperialist style inspired 
in nazi and fascists models, led to an important standstill in architecture's 
evolution. (4) · 

During the Fifties, political and economical circumstances improve. Diplomatic 
isolation end and reconstruction is accelerated. Moreover, the revival of construction 
and certain adaptability towards foreign structures, favored the gradual development 
of a first generation of architects that struggled to be inserted once more within 
European culture. 

The Sixties are years of economical stabilization. University is politicized and the 
opposition is organized. Architectonic and urban criticism reappear in the middle of 
strong controversies and, consequently, a first attempt to adequate architecture to 
social realities takes place. 

Dictatorship weakens at the end of the Sixties and beginning of the Seventies. During 
these years, the government adopts a technocratic and conservative attitude. 
Industrial development and the boom of tourism are undeniable facts, while culture and 
art, less controlled in the confusion caused by the great expansion, open widely by 
sectors, to the universal trends. Furthermore, censorship slackens due to the require
ments of an interchange directed towards Europe while University is greatly stimulated 
to cover the increasing demand of technicians. 

Somehow influenced by official demands as well as the requirements of the high 
bourgeoisie, architecture conforms with modern ideas, and backed by the industrial 
boom, it oscillates between possibilities and whims. Since the beginning of 
reconstruction, promotions are encouraged allowing and favoring land speculation. 
These are years of degraded urbanism and of an architecture entirely submitted to 
"an unscrupulous use of the space". (5) 

Nevertheless, a group of persons that consider architecture must be in keeping with 
social and cultural realitie·s, strive towards this end, backed by some communication 
means that organize the new born vanguard around the most brilliant architects, some 
of which join the staff of certain Schools. 

Fuel strikes during the Seventies. Together with the crisis, comes industrial 
frustration and idealogical conscientiousness. The dictatorial regime, already 
weakened, ends, and democratic transition is initiated. 

After the "revolution of May 1968", some architectonic movements are guaranteed by a 
theoretical criticism on the excesses of industrial capitalism. Many professionals 
accept this trend as a formal system in accordance with specific ideological attitudes. 
It can be said that the so-called "post modernism1

' enters into Spain as added to the 
ideologies required to undertake the responsibilities of the transition towards 
democracy. The profession becomes ideologized. Readjustments are made in all 
architectural activities (associations, Schools, administration), and new social 
pressure groups, superimposed to the traditional vanguard, are organized and begin to 
be recognized, not only on account of their intelectual attitude but also because 
they cultivate specific styles. 

The first architectural symptom of transition was the radical change of local 
administrations as to urbanism and building guidelines. But unfortunately, this 
initiative against deterioration and environmental chaos, coming from the former 
administration, could not be accompanied by clear directives relating to planning and 
investment, or by the indispensable transformation in the industrial, professional 
and educational structures. 
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Moreover, transition increased economical cr1s1s and, in consequence, construction 
was one of the first sectors that suffered the lack of coherence in economic 
planning. Confuse urbanistic criteria weakened even more all building activities 
to the point that, during the last period, building'promotion is furthered to a 
greater degree by public administration. These circumstances, reinforced by the 
ideological radicalization encouraged by the parties electoralism, drove to the 
limit divisioµ and disqualification among professional groups and led to a strict 
political contro,l on architectural quality. The result, is a notorious selection in 
the distribution of potential working chances .. 

To-day, Spanish architecture struggles in an atmosphere of transformation and change~ 
still abiding by nineteenth century's structures and an unsteady ecpnom1c 1nfra- · 
structu;re .that discard the hope that in the near future·, ipositive chq.nges may bring 
liberty and foll compliance of. architecture with· new social realities .. , 

The teaching of'. architec'ture :in the School of Madrid 1 
< • 

Since their foundation, architecture Schools have had in their curricula the· 
"drmying of Architectural ;Forms andplements",, and ''C:omposition or. Bui,ldiytg Proje.cts'' · 
Obviously, cµ:rricµla varied p.nd sever<iil other subjects have .. been q.dded,. but as .from 
.l 857 (9), .when :the, Sch9ol of:Madrid was incorporated to the University, ·the teaching· 
of archite~tur~. - whethe~. good ,or bq.d - is .based on the, training of building, · 
technology, together, with.graphic t;rairiing, and·artictic illustration, taken from 
dif feTen_t ang~e$ ~ ac;:cordir:ig ,, to• ,each, cas.e. . __ . , 
The fact that Schools are so· closely related to, :society's circumstances, is,. not mainly 
due to their teaching organization, but to the different epistemological sl).ades of 
opinion with which such ·teaching is justif1ed, and to the set o~ problems professors 
bring forth into their courses, such as professional subjeets and .cultural news·.· 

, . \ • r : ; - : ! ' :' ' - ' . : i l :, ~ 1 : 1, , . ·, 
1
- ! } r - ·, ' f , j ' [ 

During the begim1i~g, of dictato;rspip, the Schqo~ · p;£; Madrid mai:r;itaineq an acaqemi~al. 
and rigid class di,?tinc;:;tion. . . r, ·· .. " .. , , . ; . . .. 

The reaction that brought renewal during the Fifties,, en:tered the Sc:;hool,: of: Madr.id 
through the presence of professors .belonging to th~ new integrationist generation. 
Nevertheless, the bureaucratic organizatfon·c:if·teaching 'impeded the effectiVe · 
transformation of pedagbgy that •the new atmosphere would have introduted~ ; .. · 

' - ' j ~ ' ' 

During the Sixties, 'the events are evid~nced.qy.a ~hange in th~,ctJrr~cul?,•intended 
to reduce training years and create, in a short. time, the professionalsforese~n by 
the "development plans"; by'tM massive number of students and 'oy the '~ppea'tartce 0£ 
students with ·a belligerent ide9logy 'that, iff later years, resulte~:in' a;·rebrgartized 
political opposition. But the Sixties are 'also; years Of euphoria, and the School df " 
Madrid, with, no control.over pedagogy or teachtng requirements; Ji.ved in a dqctrinCJ-1 
and. formal. parox.ysm apparently .promised tq. C;trchi t~ctur;e by '.the deyelopment plans 
~hemselves. · . i; • 

DUring 1 thes~ years, t:urritula 'is' •not essehtial~y altered, even t}iough some 
readjustments are ·made in the: strudure of, 1s01ne ·subjects ·as' 1veV as 'a C:J:iaJ1ge in the 
studies organization. 

Up to 1957, a student, that wish~d ,to ynter into Un,:Lversity shquld. have compl~eted, t~o 
entire courses in mathematics and successfvPY ,pa,s.sec1 a h':lrd artistic: des,igh, 
examination. Having fulfilled these requirements, the spec~fic teaching· of , 
architecture was initiated. Such studies were to be developed during five years, 
divided into four groups of subjects: ''Architectonic Cbnstfuctions"; "Struttur'es 'and· 
Installations'', 'arid "Theory and History".- "City-piann~ng" was added late;r.:. . 

·.·1 ' \·,' 
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As from 1964, preliminary entrance examiniations disappear, and apart from some 
subjects that were considered unnecessary to a course on architecture (such as 
chemistry, metrical geometry and geology), according to the new curricula, the School 
was obliged to teach all preliminary subjects and to summarize their contents during 
the same five years that heretofore were employed for the specific teaching of 
architecture. 

The confuse though important building demand, generally submitted to the mean 
interests of speculation and exploitation of tourism, caused a great euphoria which 
lacked academic discipline, while a throng of mediocre professors mixed with great 
personalities. The atmosphere was eclectical and lenient, though ludicruous and 
strongly politicized, basically resting on students self-learrning. (7) 

In spite of this situation, during these years a criticism movement was born. 
It struggled to organize the "School of Madrid" (8) seeking the relation between 
modernism and rationalism in vanguard groups that existed prior to dictatorship, the 
most important personalities of the former recuperation decades and the most 
brilliant creators belonging to the new generations. This movement begins the process 
of clarifying contemporary history and stresses, as a cultural requirement, the 
theoriza~ion in architecture and in methods of teaching. 

During the Seventies, the multiform crisis frustrates the aims of the prior decade. 
This crisis causes great disenchantment to the younger generation tho puts the blame 
of such crisis on successful professionals and their procudures. Moreover, the 
decadent political regime tends to the radical adoption of ideologic attitudes 
previous to the comrning transition. During these years, the School of Madrid is 
absolutely incapable to control the massive number of students and to put an end to 
the theorization it had already begun. Thus, it must abide, on the one hand, with 
the acute mechanization of teaching methods and, on the other hand, with a no less 
radical intent towards positivism even in the most theoretical subjects and, finally, 
with an intense politization of academic life. 

The curricula subjects are not modified, but their contents are transformed according 
to each professor's ideologies. The School of Madrid is still under an atmosphere 
rarefied by trends and formal post-modern criticism methods, influenced by ideologies 
converted into neo-academic attitudes. Nevertheless, it is easy to feel a marked 
weariness towards those narrow and boring formules that may have been adequate during 
the transition, but will prove unable to solve architectonic problems arising in the 
near future. 

Notes 

(1) TAFURI. La Esfera y el Laberento. 
(2) DETHIER. Images et in1aginaires d'architecture. Enjeux, sociaux et culture. 
(3) CHUECA GOITIA. Historia de la Arquitectura Espanola. 
(4) BOHIGAS, FLORES. Panorama hist6rico de la arq. moderna espanola. Zodiac 15 
(5) V. BOZAL. Historia del arte in Espana. 
(6) VIDAURRE. Panorama Hist6rico 1845 - 1970 
(7) FERNANDEZ ALBA. El diseno entre la teoria y la practica. 
(8) FULLAONDO. Nueva Forma. 
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drawing in the school of madrid 

Javier segui 

Analysis of Architectonic Forms 
In Madrid, as from 1957, the essential graphic training for all architecture students 
is divided into three subjects. First: "Descriptive Geometry" .(1st. Course), that 
deals on the geometrical representation systems. Second: "Technical Drawing" (1st. 
Course), dealing on teaching and training on conceptual geometrical systems of 
specific architectonic objects. Third: "Analysis of Architectonic Forms", that deals 
on teaching and training of comprehension and creation relating to architecture's 
graphic procedures and systems. 

In fact, during the latest decades, the School of Madrid has not submitted the 
aforementioned subjects to a serious revision within an academic context. They seem 
to result rather more from teachers' tendencies and opinions, influenced during years 
of teaching by the prevailing ideological trends as well as by the most important 
cultural emergencies. 

The proof that these facts are true, is that when in 1983 the subject entitled 
"Analysis of Architectonic Form" was to be imparted by two parallel chairs due to the 
high number of students, the newly-created chair modified said subject by transforming 
it into a theoretical and practical introduction to the formal analysis of 
construction, where drawing plays only an illustrative part as an auxiliary technique 
for the objective description of the analyzed buildings. 

According to the foregoing, we will deal only with the different aspects of the chair 
that develops the above-mentioned subject. As a matter of fact, it is the chair we 
hold, attended by no less than 1400 students beginning architecture studies in the 
School of Madrid. Said chair maintains coherent criteria as from 1974. 

Aims of the First Chair of "Architectonic Forms Analysis" 
Our subject is based on our own research work carried our since 1969 on the process 
of "architectonic forms" (projects), planned after a model with the aid of computing 
equipment (12). In this work, based on empirical observation of the project process, 
we have repeatedly affirmed that architectonic configuration capacity depends to a 
great extend upon figural imagination (memory and figural fantasy) , and upon the 
dynrunism of configural images production and ellaboration. We have frequently observed 
that said designing dynamism is structured by complex configurating approach -
processes, starting from partial and confuse germinal images, by means of defining 
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actions and gradual intellective reflections (analitical), that may be 
considered as a peculiar form of cognition and generally lead to a specific 
configural idea (13). All our research points out drawing as an essential form of 
action to process configurative images, and therefore as the fundamental means to 
eArpress architectonic thought. 

Our research was formerly carried out in an isolated way, only backed by genetic 
epistemology {14), the works by C. Argan (15) and some other methodological papers 
on design (1'6). But after some time, several papers on environmental psychology, 
artificial graphic languages and dynamics of project imagination and theory (17) 
have supported it. To-day, our work is again up to date, encouraged by the growing 
attention given to modes and means of architectonic creation. 

Therefore, the basis of our discipline lies on the balance between representation 
and project. To project an architectonic object means exactly the opposite process 
of representating the same, but as both are graphics representations, drawing will 
be the corrunon means of both activities. In representation, drawing is the go-between 
language that transmits an innnediate impression, filters continuous preception and 
gets to process the relational system it transcribes. This system transfers the 
represented formal configuration as well as the practical procedure that guides such 
representation (18). According to Sarfati (19) representative drawing teaches how to 
look. We add that it also teaches to imagine, to remember, to act and to think in a 
configurating form. In a project, drawing is an intermediate language used for the 
interpretation of requirements, conditions and aims, aided by a process which 
generates and tests configural relationships and patterns, until it obtains a 
coherent representative configuration. A project teaches to understand and conceive 
environment and architecture. 

The pedagogical planning of our chair is based on two facts. First: in representation 
seeking the intentional evidence of environmental understanding, drawing plays an 
exploratory and interpretative part, similar to the function it necessarily assl.Ililes 
in a project. This means that all intentional drawing is in itself a project. (20) 

Second: inasmuch as drawing acquires open language idiomatic level, with an unlimited 
symbolic capacity, and therefore plays a more important part than when it act5 as 
intermediary, drawing becomes an unexhaustible heuristical resource for architecture 
understanding and creation. This approach is pedagogically articulated in two levels 
in terms of the student's faulty previous learning: 

In the first year (Analysis I), we begin teaching the first steps in graphism. This 
compels us to introduce teaching systems of a growing efficiency. 

ANALYSIS I deals with the practical teaching of drawing as a means of architectonic 
expression. 

Its basic purpose is to develop a graphic training allowing the student to use drawing 
to represent his own visual sensations and apply his images to architecture., by 
knowing and using, with a relative reliance, graphic organization as well as the most 
important cultural conventions. 

= The corrnnand of graphical organization implies the knowledge and correct handling of 
the easel; the location of a drawing within such frame and the use of composition 
and relation schemes. 

= The command of the most important cultural conventions implies the knowledge and 
handling of: proportion, perspective, light and shade (chiaroscuro) and color. (21) 

In the Second Year, when the students have attained the fundamental aims. ANALYSIS II 
deals with the training of drawing as a mediator between architecture's understanding 
;md creation. 
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ANALYSIS II deals with teaching and understanding of architecture's treatment via 
graphic means. 

Its fundamental aim is to allow students the correct use of graphism through 
training, in order to adequately handle all architecture aspects and stages, 
ranging from understanding and interpretation of constructions and built 
architecture, to the introduction to the conception of new models. To this end, 
to know and employ with relative reliance graphic architectonic organization and 
the conventions relating to ar~hitecture graphic representation. 

Command of architectonic organization graphically mediated, implies the graphical 
knowledge and handling of configuration and architecture compartmental and 
constructive features. 

- The command of architectonic graphic conventions involves the knowledge and 
handling of conventional systems of expression as well as architecture graphic 
representation. (21) 

ANALYSIS I 
The pedagogical references belonging to the first level have been carried out through 
interrupted series of researches and modeling. All such collected material appears 
on the annual "Chair Annuals". (22) 

The following pedagogical models have been adopted for the last courses. They are 
based on the following facts: 

1st. Graphic training is similar to the learning of a new language and is structured 
in accordance with a social environment that serves as reference. 

2nd. Genetically, graphic training conforms to comprehensive and propositional models. 
Said models are rather uniform and gradually link together. 

3rd. Drawing's historical and cultural conventions have a symbolic category. 

4th. Procedures and their arrangement constitute the analytic and reflexive key to 
graphic training, inasmuch the manifestation or comprehension of the drawing's 
intentions can be fores.een. 

Teaching is organized in training cycles having a unifonn structure starting from a 
reference model. As the course develops, the model acquires higher environmental 
complexity (spatial). Each cycle consists of the following moments: 

1. Research on the model and the theme: expression research; finding of the viewpoint; 
framing research; technical and distance tests 

2. First representation in terms of research 

3. Considerations on the first representation 

4. New critical and analytical approach: analysis of the first representation and 
consideration; new research; structure of an action plan 

5. Intentional thematic representation 

6. Final criticism on the results obtained, and change of topic. 

All along the course of studies and, in accordance with the foregoing practical 
scheme, new and indispensable topics are introduced by means of familiar talks with 
the students. Such topics are necessary to an adequate training progress: 

- Drawing as a language (historical approach) 
- Drawing as a language (semiological approach) 
- Affective vision and eArpressive drawing. Expression 
- Graphical schemes and techniques 
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- Representative vision and representat.ion 
- Description. Viewpoint and framing . 
- Historical conventions of representation as action and control schemes; composition; 

proportion; visual perspective; light and shade (chiaroscuro); color 
- Graphic reading. Interpretation and analysis 
- Space as symbolic form in graphic culture 
- Representative argwnentation 
- Drawing as a project 
- Perception-representation. Graphic knowledge-thought 
- Space - history of drawing 
- Considerations on the topics that should be insisted upon. 

As time passes away, models evolute from sets of encompassed models up to constructed 
architecture, passing through interior milieux of different spatial complexity. 

Obviously, due to the course dynamics itself, the practical cycle will be modified 
according to each theme, in accordance with the order established for the introduction 
of the theoretical· and informative subjects, and the interest and quality of the work 
carried out by the students. Furthermore, all professors, in a way consistent with 
their own personality and experience, may freely interpret the general scheme. 
Finally, models and topics are yearly modified in terms of the studies carried out 
as well as the acquired experiences. 

ANALYSIS II 
The pedagogic reference of the Second level is also based on experience, research and 
studies uninterruptedly compiles (23) . Nevertheless,· Analysis II is a less stabilized 
course and is subject to controversy. Its structure has varied year after year, 
complying with student's demands and th~ School's own requirements. Let us see how it 
varies. The pedagogical basis of Analysis II is quite clear as to its teaching aims. 
Analysis II is a bridge course between free drawing and project making, that must 
introduce the fundamentals of architecture's understanding and criteria. 

The general teaching method applied by Analysis II is as follows: 
Starting from a well-defined construction, the next step is to proceed to a graphical 
and historical investigation thereof; then follows its representation (graphical, 
photographical and documentary); and finally, its analysis and comprehensive 
explanation. Further to, or simultaneously with these steps, the constructions 
transformation is proposed. Work is done by recurrent cycles of successive approaches 
in terms of the architectural familiarity the own work provides. While the 
architectonic model is graphically being observed, the features of the different 
graphic procedures are examined as well as the action and meaning systems. In such a 
way, both methods are mutually strengthened so that, graphic action supports 
architectonic understanding and conception, and the latter sustains and makes it 
necessary the obtention of solid graphic ability. 

In this scheme of work, the subjects that are its theoretical and informative basis 
are introduced as follows: 

Architect's drawing. Architectural drawing 
- Interpretation and understanding through graphism 
- Project processes 

Construction anthropology. Construction geometry 
- Behavious, rite and function. Topology and ergonomics 
- Architectonic forms and symbols. Geometry and languages 
- Environmental location. Genius loci 
- The City. Spatial production 
- Space and power 
- Architectonic images and imagination 
- The scales of creation and composition 
- Projecting. Projecting theories. 
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Polemics arise on account of the predominance given to each subject. If theory is 
emphasized, the course becomes a composition course accompanied by graphic exercises. 
If analysis is emphasized, the course becomes a course of graphic interpretation, 
and if emphasis is given to proposition, then it will be a course on projects with 
a poor technological basis. 

During the last years we have endeavoured to maintain Analysis II as an interpretative 
course on introduction to projects, seeking to find for our chair a pedagogical and 
practical balance not always easy to obtain. 

Notes 

(9) 
( 10) 
( 11) 
(12) 
( 13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 

( 18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 

LOTUS no. 21 en 27 
ARGAN. Proyecto y Destino. 
BOUDON. L'echelle du Scheme. 
SE,GUI. Nucvas expericncias en disefio. Modelo de fonnalizaci6n. 
SEGUI, GUITIAN. Procesos de diseno. CCUM 1974 
PIAGET. Epistemologia del espacio. 
ARGAN. Proyecto y Destina. 
GREGORY. Design Methods. Halprim. The RSV payder. 
DOWNS, STEA. Image and environment. 
KALLEN. Creativity, imagination, logic. 
SEGUI. El dibujo en la Escuela de Madrid. Comprcndiendo Toledo. 
SARFATI. Mort du dessin et naissance d'un code. 
ARGAN. Proyettazione. Enciclopedia Univcrsa~e dell'.arte. 
Programa Oficial <le J\nalisis de Pornias Arqu1 tccton1cas 
SEGUI. Planteamiento Pedag6gico y didactico. 
SEGUI. Interpretaci6n y analisis de la Forma Arquitectonica. 
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contents . of the teaching 

P. burgaleta 
a. de celi s 
j. segui 

ANALYSIS I 

Works carried out during the course's first cycle. 

When the course starts, students have scarce graphic abilities and their cultural 
references are very dissimilar. In general, such references respond to poorly 
evolved or very stereotyped figural models. At the same time, faulty prior graphical 
education reveals a strong affective blocking that results in a terribly anxiety 
when facing graphical experience. That is why we endeavour to present drawing to the 
students as an open language with a well defined cultural entity, historically proved. 
At the same time we strive to destroy all stereotypes, liberate expressiveness and 
create, in the classroom, a relaxed and dynamical social atmosphere capable of bringing 
forth a critical reinforcement to the beginning course. 

The models used in this stage consist of different objects disorderly arranged, or pla
ced in a very complex order, within a highly contrasted light and color environment. 
With this system, we pretent to eliminate perceptive stereotypes, and offer a set of 
very varied and highly stimulating spatial images, that are difficult to rationalize. 

During this stage, the practical cycle is developed by emphasizing exploratory moments 
and analytic criticism mainly oriented towards the purpose described in the relevant 
headings. 

In order to make it easier, the introduction to the subject matter, during this phase, 
big framing is strongly recommended, in consequence, short perspective distances, 
until an adjustment between graphic practice modes and liberated expressiveness is 
obtained. Big framing also favors texture observation and sets in evidence a graphic 
configuration with relative independence from the given reference, which permits the 
analytical and critical treatment of the drawings without undue complications. 

A succesful first stage allows the student to generate unusual, deeply personal and 
prolific images. 

Works belonging tot the course's Second Cycle 

When the second phase starts, most students have improved their primary attitudes, 
they begin to understand drawing as a promising language and have carried out some 
satisfactory drawing work consistent with -their own ~motional responses 

We will now endeavour to present and describe representation as a descriptive task, 
with reference to certain conventional structures that have a well-defined cultural 
identity, which permits to decode perception and organize graphic configuration. 
Simultaneously, we will also strive to show the different possible orders of graphic 
procedure, relating to the obtention of results previously foreseen. 
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The modelselD£l~yBnduring this stage consists of commonly used objects (chairs, 
pitchers, furniture ... ) framed within spatial understandable references, in a still 
very contrasted light and color environment. With.these references, we intend to 
stand out clearly the figural entities, without losing, thanks to the environmental 
setting, the stimulating affective atmosphere generated by contrast. 

During this phase, the practical cycle is fully developed emphasizing as from the 
first explorations the representative critical-analytical moments, in order to 
underline the thematic intention as key to graphic operative processes. 

In this stage, it is strongly recommended to compare the perceptive and graphical 
qualities of short and medium distances until the intentional warninz of the framing 
is attained. Work begins with an exploratory series by changing framing and viewpoint 
until several understandable and surprising graphical proposals are obtained. Based 
on these sketches, we then proceed to analyze and discuss the configurations 
acquired and operations carried out, in order to elaborate as consequence thereof, 
a project of representative drawing. From this very moment on, we proceed to 
develope the previous project. In the middle of this development, the rythm is 
stopped and a· new analysis-consideration is introduced to reinforce or rectify work 
progress. At this point, the teacher must have achieved an atmosphere of criticism 
capable of stimulating the exchange of views and experiences. 

A successfull second stage allows the student to control his own graphic procedure up 
to the point of ignoring the fear of searching for conventional rigor. 

Works belonging to the course's Third cycle 
(one month) 

To enter into this Third cycle, an expositive set up of several graphic productions 
is organized in the classroom, divided into three sectors: drawings by masters; 
drawings by students of former academic years, and drawings by architects. This en
vironmental setting generates a new atmosphere to which the students immediately 
react asking for criticism and new course-planning sessions. 
At this point, very interesting works and procedures have already appeared, but their 
own complexity of representation calls for a repetition of the cycle, emphasizing 
rigor. 

Therefore, the genral aims of this cycle are a resumption of the principles set forth 
in the prior phase: development of representation, insistence on conventional struc
tures of representation and reinforcement of the understanding of drawing as the 
result of an intentional process. 

At this moment, the classroom space is to be the fundamental reference, installing 
therein some attention nuclei consisting of geometrical elements that act as frames 
where objects commonly used and some statues are placed. The general atmosphere is 
still highly contrasted so that affective attention may continue to exist. 

During this stage, the practical cycle is now fully developed without giving a cal
culated emphasis to any of its moments. 

The appearance of classical statues among the models of this cycle sometimes produces 
regressive reactions since somehow, the required rigor statues call for, revive the 
initial stereotypes. To avoid this tendency it is sufficient to dynamize to the 
maximum previous exploration, until each student has attained several satisfactory 
expressive approaches 
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The second difficulty in this stage is the strict application of conventions once 
the project of a drawing has been anticipated without annuling the acquired spon
taneous habits, i.e. to present conventions not so much as fullfillment techniques 
but as operative techniques. · 
In order to avoid academic drawing, in this phase the students are asked to finish 
their works by freely remaking the representation obtained, namely, with one or 
several analytical and spontaneous drawings which will respond to the pure graphical 
stimuli proposed by the representation. 

A successful third cycle allows the student to face the spatial theme as a relation's 
system. 

Works belonging to the course's Fourth cycle 

In this stage, some students, after a good d~splay of their spontaneous graphic 
expression, and as a consequence of some partial failures when dealing with conventional 
rigor, now hesisate in their work and doubt as to how they should plan prior action 
that will lead to finished drawings. This is when classroom's social atmosphere, if 
free from competitive spirit, plays an important part in tenns of the continuance of 
graphic training without falling in academicisms, opening the student to environmental 
understanding. 

The main object of this stage is to apply representation to the understanding of the 
environment, without forgetting that some of the aims of the· prior cycles have not 
been yet entirely accomplished. 

In thi.s stage, models are re-structured. Classroom total space is organized as an 
understandable whole in which some sub-environments and big statues are located. The 
general milieu loses contrasts and the level of light is increased although some 
corners are still kept highly contrasted. 

During this phase, the "practical cycle" is fully maintained, though in tenns of 
the students' maturity degree, they are advised to insist more on some stages than 
on others. 

The difficulty of this phase rests on perceptive characterization and the graphic 
representative handling of empty spaces. 

The presence of classical statues in the milieu has been softened by locating them 
in marginal places, considering that they should be understood more as perceptive 
or structural aids within the general spatial frame, than as references that play a 
leading part in the general environment. 

During the stage of expression research, it is reconunended to center the attention 
on long distances. As in prior phases, there was a great sensibilization towards 
environmental contrasts and surprising frames, the treatment of spatial voids 
appearing as a quite natural process in drawing plans. The only added difficulty 
begins when visual perspective seems to be the only means to solve with rigor the 
depth of the new visual field. 

Sometimes, during this phase, it is necessary to plan anew the drawing in several 
different ways until the anticipated perspective excution is integrated in the 
finishing plans. 

The secondary effect of this phase planning is that statues, placed as framing or 
incidental elements within the general space, lose their academicist connotations and 
are treated rather naturally. · 
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The secondary effect of this phase planning is that statues, placed as framing or 
incidental elements within the general space, lose their academicist connotations 
and are treated rather naturally. 

A successful Fourth phase re-cycles many students that where backward in studies 
during the prior stage and allows most of them to undertake drawing as an open means 
of environmental comprehension. 

Works belonging to the Fifth cycle 
(one month and a half) 

During this last phase, the great expectation is to reach the comprehensive graphic 
treatment of constructed architecture. 

The students who still continue in this cycle, have attained many of the previous 
partial objectives, though few of them succeeded in consolidating them. In general, 
all of them are aware of their own successes and failures and the classroom itself 
has been transformed into a permanent exhibition of varied works. 

Three are the objectives of this phase: 

- Comprehensive-conceptual treatment as refers to complex spatial references. 

- Comprehensive treatment as to urban landscape and buildings, located in specific 
architectonic contexts. 

- Re-cycling and reinforcement of prior poorly-consolidated objectives. 

This last period, that lasts one month and a half, is subdivided into two superimposed 
exercises. The first one relates to a complex interior space. The second refers to 
an urban landscape. 

The model for the first exercise is the classroom itself, now arranged as a single 
milieu where all is set according ~o the constructive structural elements, s·o that 
by means of their location, objectsreinforce the fundamental axes and directions 
(great mirrors are employed to increase complexitiy). Sometimes the interior of some 
public single building is selected, where students carry out partial work. 

The model for the second exercise is an urban environment with important single 
buildings. 

During this last phase, the practical cycle is strictly maintained even when each 
student adjusts the phase duration to his own particular needs. 

In this stage, difficulty arises from the anxiety the proximity of course end pro
duces. That is why during this phase, teachers will endeavour to simplify their 
comments and stimulate the anticipation of the results expected to be obtained. 

Nevertheless, an incidental convergence in the students attitudes as well as acer
tain academicism in the production plan are observed. These features can only be 
overcome by means of work carried out with actual architecture within the urban 
landscape·. Through this exercise, the spontaneity which is hindered by the classroom 
itself, comes back. 

The simultaneousness of these exercises allows to link in an operative manner the 
entire basic course with drawing mediatory approaches relating to architectural 
conception. 
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ANALYSIS II 

The objectives of.Analysis II as well as its pedaeogical basis are relatively dif~ 
ferent to those of the first level (Analysis I). Therefore, the exhibited works and 
the exhibition itself are in keeping with other criteria. 

As already said, Analysis II deals with drawing as a mediator leading to architectonic 
understanding and conception. The pedagogy of Analysis II is based on the uninter~ 
rupted graphic elaboration of excercises dealing with exploration, representation, 
analysis, and comprehensive explanations; transformation proposals, verification 
drawings and synthetical summaries, exerting great care in adjusting as well as pos~ 
sible procedure modes and graphic formalisms to each student creative personality. 
It has also been said that by reason of the controversial context of Analysis II, 
the professors. of the various groups finally find a balance among the different 
practices by selecting the urban milieu that will serve as reference, and emphasizing 
the obligatory topics set forth tn the curricula. 

In accordance with the foregoing, it was decided to present this course works in a 
special form. 

Firstly, three works from three type students, each belonging to a different 
didactional group, are presented. Secondly, single drawings selected from the 
general work of other students are offered, thus pretending that their graphic 
qualities will partly transmit what we understand as drawing as an aid to conception, 
which is the aim of all our teaching and research endeavours. 

As regards the series belonging to three different students, it is worth mentionin~, 
on the one hand, their similitudes as a function originated in the uniformity of the 
curriculum, and on the other hand, their differences caused by the various approaches 
and the emphasis given to the diverse processes by professors belonging to several 
groups. 

First Series 

The first series corresponds to a student that belonged to a group in which trans~ 
forming proposals are requested after a long period of contact-taking, representation, 
analysis and comprehensive explanatio~ of the reference milieu. As it can be seen, 
this preparatory work, at least repeated three times durinr the course and reinforced 
by lessons dealing with; "Architect's Drawing", "Interpretation and Composition 
through Graphism", "Architectonic Geometry" and "Comprehension Scales", bring forth 
the conceptual understanding of architectural space in such a strong way that later, 
transforming proposals become something like propositional extensions of the advices 
accumulated during the analyses. In this mode of teaching, project is focused as an 
interpretation or modifying response, regulated by architectural and environmental 
invariances and laws, attained through an exhaustive analysis. 

In this approach, analytical control-drawing itself acquires the feature of a drawing 
related to creation. In addition, said peculiarity is strengthened by the fact that 
transformation proposals are made by maintaining the building requirements program 
(uses) and the referencial means. 
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Second Series. 

The second series corresponds to a student that belonged to a group in which trans
fonning proposals were requested after a long period devoted to vital, sociological, 
historical and graphical exploration of the referencial site, together with an 
intensive collective critici~m in the classroom, both of the comprehensive quality of 
the drawings presented and the configural features of the site within the urban 
nucleus (in a systematical and historical way), and the sociological possibilities 
(functional and symbolic uses .and needs) thereof. This preparatory work is accom
panied by the following subjects: "Architects Drawings", "Conception through 
Graphism", "Geometry of Construction", "Rite and Function", "Genius Loci", "The 
City'' 

As in the aforementioned case, this previous work finally leads to the appearance of 
some graphic uses related to a very personal, vital and productive understanding of 
architecture, which favor figural imagination of the transforming proposals, acting 
as open answers to the detected comprehensive questions. 

In this approach, comprehensive drawing is unable to become a concept, but forces 
the presence of imaginary stimuli and processing habits that can be considered as 
strictly conceptual in regard to architecture. 

Third Series 

The last series corresponds to a student that belonged to a group in which trans
forming proposals are requested after a short period devoted to historical, social 
and formal exploration of the site and prior to the connnencement of the analytical 
and interpretative exercises, relating both to site and transforming proposals. In 
other words,the group of professors present the transforming proposals as simulta
neous stimuli for architectonic understanding and as preliminary motivation to 
provoke deep analysis. 

The primary subjects developed in this case as a basis of the work are the following: 
"Architect's Drawing", "Project Processes", "Interpretation Through Project and 
Representation", "Environment, Genius loci and Architectonic Imagination". Starting 
therefrom, and in critical sessions, use guidelines, the answers to the historical 
character of the site and different creative and comprehensive functions are ad
justed. 

It is obvious that with this pedagogy, far more dissimilar graphic forms of action 
do appear and the creative modes are so diversified that, finally, they relate to 
the attitudes and expression forms of the different intermediate graphic production, 
rather than to the procedures. 

Conceptual Drawing 

According to F. Boudon (11), conceptual drawing is the drawing with which the 
architect dialogues with himself, seeking a preassumed objectivity to be represented 
as a previous step to its production. 

Nevertheless, it is not easy to mark limits to conceptual drawing. In any case, and 
according to our researches and observations, it can be understood as such, the 
drawing that has the property of arising changes or jumps in the manner of signify
ing architectonic procedures and forms, which comes to be the same as having 
synthetic and stimulating properties to imagine new architectonic configurations. 
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Naturally,this graphical capacity mainly depends on the attitude and the habits 
of the person who deals with graphic images and, therefore, they can be considered 
as being comparatively independent from their configuration possibilities. However, 
it can be admitted that the creative capacity of graphism may be obtained through 
cumulative graphic work and is recognized by certain configural properties, narrowly 
asso~iated with the polisemia of its configurations and the multiplicity of its 
possible references · 
The drawings here ptesented ar~ originated during very different phases of the com~ 
prehensive-creative practice encouraged by our educational syste~. Nevertheless, all 
of them have the necessary rigor and ambiguity to arise different reactions and 
inferences, and above all, they have been useful to their authors to conceive plural 
proposals and to reach very interesting solutions. --
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